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Moisture adsorption-desorption full cycle power
generation
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Environment-adaptive power generation can play an important role in next-generation energy

conversion. Herein, we propose a moisture adsorption-desorption power generator (MADG)

based on porous ionizable assembly, which spontaneously adsorbs moisture at high RH and

desorbs moisture at low RH, thus leading to cyclic electric output. A MADG unit can generate

a high voltage of ~0.5 V and a current of 100 μA at 100% relative humidity (RH), delivers an

electric output (~0.5 V and ~50 μA) at 15 ± 5% RH, and offers a maximum output power

density approaching to 120mWm−2. Such MADG devices could conduct enough power to

illuminate a road lamp in outdoor application and directly drive electrochemical process. This

work affords a closed-loop pathway for versatile moisture-based energy conversion.
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As recyclable resource, water is not only vital to life but also
represents the largest energy carrier, regulator and bal-
ancer on the Earth, predominantly supplied through

hydrologic cycle1,2. The omnipresent hydrologic cycle involves
the transformation from liquid to gaseous water during eva-
poration, such as evaporation of oceans, and the reverse during
condensation, such as precipitation in clouds, which provides
tremendous energy exchange3,4. Such underlying energy evolving
into a rich variety of forms, approaches to around 60 × 1015W
per year, several orders of magnitude over the average con-
sumption of human activities by electricity, but very little of these
energy has yet been harnessed5–7. Recently, moisture-enabled
electricity generation technology has been developed to meet the
energy demand in isolated off-grid areas8–11, which viably
leverage the adsorption interaction with atmospheric water
molecules by hygroscopic materials, converting the chemical
energy from moisture into electric power12,13. However, moist-
electric generator (MEG) will discontinue delivering electric
output as the single process of water adsorption tends to an
equilibrium state14–17, reflecting its bottleneck of unsustainable
and non-repetitive power generation. Alternative variation
between high relative humidity (RH) and low RH in a day is a
common natural phenomenon along with hydrologic cycle
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Owing to the heavy dependence between
high RH and electricity-generating performance of MEG, it also
remains a challenge to generate power according to RH changes
in the dynamic environment.

In this work, we propose a moisture adsorption-desorption
power generator (MADG) by adopting three-dimensional (3D)
porous and ionizable assembly with surrounding encapsulation.
The MADG not only exerts moisture adsorption power genera-
tion at high RH but also endows moisture desorption electricity
generation at low RH based on ions diffusion, dominated by ions
concentration difference and ion-hydration energy, respectively

(Fig. 1). This postulated working mechanism is further reasonably
verified by solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
experiemental tests combining with theoretical calculations.
Compared with previous MEG by harnessing a single adsorption
process, the full cycle MADG integrates adsorption and deso-
rption enabled power generation into a closed-loop process, thus
it could afford repeatable electricity-generating performance, as
well as convert versatile moisture-based energy into electricity. A
MADG unit can generate a high voltage of ~0.5 V and a current
of ~100 μA at 100% RH (water adsorption), and deliver electric
output (~0.5 V and ~50 μA) at 15 ± 5% RH (water desorption). A
maximum output power density approaches to 120mWm−2 in
MADG, realizing a superb trade-off between internal resistance
and maximum output power density for contribution to direct
external power supply. Correspondingly, the MADGs could
directly supply enough power to drive commercial electronic
devices and electrochemical process for a long term, as well as
perform continuously full cyclic power generation according to
dynamic RH under practical outdoors.

Results
Fabrication and characterization of electricity-generating
materials. The electricity-generating film consists of sodium
alginate (SA), silicon dioxide nanofiber (SiO2), and reduced
graphene oxide (rGO), denoted as SAG film (Fig. 2a). Briefly, the
natural product of SA featured with abundant carboxyl functional
group (e.g., -COONa), plays the role in dissociating mobile Na+

ions in response to interaction with water molecules. The SiO2

nanofiber is beneficial to construct hierarchical pore structure,
facilitating water molecules and ions transport coupled with
mechanic stability in water18,19. And the rGO, as a two-
dimensional (2D) nanosheet, is employed to assemble 3D con-
ductive skeleton and tune resistance20. The flexible SAG film with
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Fig. 1 Design of MADG. Scheme of the device structure, working principle, and photograph of device. The MADG is composed of gold electrodes, 3D
ionizable porous assembly as electricity-generating material, and encapsulation layer, where the upper gold electrode has holes to allow entry/removal of
moisture. Benefiting from well-designed structure, the MADG enables to deliver electric output under high and low RH condition through asymmetric
moisture adsorption and desorption process, respectively. The electricity-generating principle is attributed to hydrated ions diffusion, driven by ion
concentration difference during moisture adsorption power generation and dominated by ion-hydration energy during moisture desorption electricity
generation, respectively.
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porous structure was easily fabricated by using freeze-drying and
chemical reduction method (Fig. 2b and Supplementary
Figs. 2–4). The rGO nano-sheets are uniformly coated with the
SA chains and SiO2 nanofiber with diameter of ~500 nm (Sup-
plementary Figs. 5 and 6). Moreover, the SAG component is
highly stable in the water (Fig. 2c), further supported by negligible
change of mechanical and morphologic properties of SAG film
before and after in water (Supplementary Fig. 7). Water sorption
kinetics and isotherm profiles displays the SAG film enables to
afford water-adsorbing capacity of up to 210% under testing
condition of ~100% RH and 40oC (Fig. 2d and Supplementary
Fig. 8), indicating its super hydrophilicity. The moisture diffusion
coefficient (D), reflecting the rate of water transfer, can be
determined from Fick’s second law in the form of a trigonometric
series as following21,22:
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where Mt and Me represents the mass of water uptake at the time
t and equilibrium for adsorption process, X0, Xt, and Xe, is defined
as the mass of water uptake at time 0, t, and equilibrium for
desorption process, d is the sample thickness. Experimental values
of Mt/Me or (Xt−Xe)/(X0−Xe) are plotted as a function of the
square root of time at various RH, along with the linear fit
(Fig. 2e, Supplementary Fig. 9 and Table 1). The adsorption and
desorption diffusion coefficient of SAG film at different RH and
40oC is summarized as Fig. 2f, which approaches to 3.8 × 10−7

and 6.3 × 10−7 cm2s−1 at 99% RH, respectively, confirming the
rapid water transfer in SAG film.

The SAG film is characterized with carboxyl functional group,
as verified by Fourier transform infrared and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy results (Supplementary Fig. 10). Zeta potential
testing presents the SAG film is negatively charged following
functional group dissociation (Fig. 2g), which is consistent with
the surface potential of SAG film (Supplementary Fig. 11).
Furthermore, the content of dissociated Na+ ions of SAG film is
investigated by solid-state NMR testing (Fig. 2h). Such chemical
shift of23 Na visibly deviated to the right with increased water
content of SAG film, approaching to a chemical shift of ~0 ppm
with the water content of 167%, coinciding with that of
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Fig. 2 Structure and properties of SAG film. a Schematic of the SAG film composed of SA chains, SiO2 nanofiber, and rGO nanosheet. b Scanning electron
microscopic (SEM) image of SAG film. Inset is the photograph of flexible SAG film. c Photos of SAG film in water during stirring (200 rpm) before and after
5 days. d Moisture adsorption and desorption kinetics for SAG film at 40oC. e Mt/Me and (Xt−Xe)/(X0−Xe) as a function of square root of time.
f Adsorption and desorption diffusion coefficient of SAG film under different RH at 40oC. g Zeta potential of SAG film within the pH range from 3 to 8.
h 23Na solid state NMR spectra of SAG film with various water content. i The electrochemical impedance spectra of SAG film at 100% RH.
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completely mobile Na+ ions of an aqueous sodium sulfate
solution (Supplementary Fig. 12). Thus, the Na element of SAG
film totally exists in the form of mobile Na+ ions with water
uptake of 167%, and the content of dissociated Na+ ions is up to
4.8 × 10−3 mol kg−1 measured by calibration curve method23

(Supplementary Figs. 13 and 14), implying a high-efficient
dissociation ability of SAG film. Benefiting from interconnected
3D skeleton structure and abundant mobile ions, the SAG film
exerts great ionic transportation along with nano-structures, and
affords the ion conductivity of 0.11 S m−1 (Fig. 2i and
Supplementary Fig. 15).

Electricity-generating performance of MADG. The MADG unit
is composed of SAG film as electricity-generating layer sand-
wiched between a pair of gold electrodes, and sealed with resin
(Fig. 1). This encapsulation layer not only ensures asymmetric
adsorption and desorption of water molecules, but also exerts

confinement function for SAG film. The electricity generation
involves two processes: moisture adsorption power generation
driving by ion concentration difference and desorption power
generation dominated by ion-hydration energy. During moisture
adsorption power generation at high RH (Fig. 3a), moisture
gradually increases from top to bottom in the device, which leads
to asymmetrical moisture adsorption and Na+ ions dissociation,
accordingly forming ion concentration difference in the MADG
device. And the negatively charged groups anchored on the
backbone of polymer chains remain immovable. It could be seen
that nearly no hydrated dissociated Na+ ions exist in the lower
regions at the initial and middle states of adsorption, as a result
diffusion can only drive hydrated Na+ ions from upper region to
lower region driven by ion concentration difference, thus leading
to an electric output9,15. With the adsorption saturation of device,
ions will tend to be uniformly distributed in the finial state.
Subsequently, the saturated MADG can conduct moisture deso-
rption power generation (Fig. 3b). Already dissociated hydrated

Fig. 3 Electricity generation of a MADG unit. Schematic illustrations of the postulated working principle of a moisture adsorption power generation and
b desorption power generation. c Open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, rate of adsorbing water molecules (d(Δm)/dt) during moisture-adsorbing
electricity generation under ~100% RH and 40oC. d Open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, rate of desorbing water molecules (−d(Δm)/dt) during
moisture-desorbing energy generation at ~15 ± 5% RH and 40oC. e Output power density as a function with varied electric resistances. f Comparison of
output power density and internal resistance between MADG and reported moisture induced generators. g Cyclic current output of repeatable moisture
adsorption and desorption power generation for MADG in a simulated dynamic ambient condition. The blue region represents adsorption process at high
RH condition (90 ± 10%, 30 ± 10oC) and white region denotes desorption process at low RH environment (15 ± 5%, 30 ± 10oC). The switch point of two
processes are selected at finial state of adsorption and desorption. h Voltage output of MADG device in response to switchable RH. The switch point is
selected at middle state of adsorption and desorption.
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Na+ ion would be surrounded by less water molecules with
decreasing water content in MADG, while it still remains
hydrated state rather than direct variation to bonded state
(middle state in Fig. 3b). Thus, there is lack of effective ion
concentration difference served as driving force in the system.
Due to asymmetrically desorption, the water content descends
from upper region to lower region in system, thus causing that
hydrated Na+ ion in upper region will be surrounded by fewer
water molecules than those in lower region. And the hydrated
Na+ ion combined with more water molecules would possess the
lower ion-hydration energy, attributed to the formation of stable
configuration. Thus, the hydrated Na+ ions tend to move from
upper region to lower region dominated by ion-hydration
energy24,25, inducing the formation of net ions flow and electric
signal.

The MADG can generate an open-circuit voltage of up to 0.5 V
and a short-circuit current approaching to 100 μA at 100% RH by
directionally adsorbing water molecules from atmosphere (Fig. 3c
and Supplementary Fig. 16). The hydrated MADG spontaneously
desorbs water molecules under low RH (15 ± 5% RH), rendering
an open-circuit voltage of ~0.5 V and short-circuit current of
~50 μA (Fig. 3d). The current-voltage (I-V) curves further
identify the electricity-generating performance of MADG (Sup-
plementary Fig. 17). More importantly, the variation of hydration
and dehydration rate is coincident with that of electric output
(Supplementary Fig. 18), implying that electricity generation is
originally induced by moisture adsorption and desorption.

The MADG could offer electric power for external load. From
Ohm law of whole circuit, the output voltage of Vload and power
density of Pload across load is calculated as:26

Vload ¼
VocRload

R0 þ Rload
ð3Þ

Pload ¼
Vload

� �2

sRload
¼ Voc

� �2
Rload

s R0 þ Rload

� �2 ð4Þ

where Voc, Rload, R0, s represents the open-circuit voltage, load
resistance, internal resistance of MADG, area of electricity-
generating material, respectively. When Rload is equal to R0, Pload
will reach to maximum values, which is considered as matched
working-status for MADG27. Thus, the parameters of internal
resistance and output power density are both great significance
for low-loss energy supply of generators. The MADG can
effectively offer electric output and exert a maximum output
power density of 120 mWm−2 at an optimal resistance of 4 kΩ
(Fig. 3e, Supplementary Figs. 19 and 20). The load resistance of
sorts of small commercial electronics might generally lie in the
range of below 1 kΩ (Supplementary Table 2). Thus, the desirable
internal resistance of generator needs to match electronics
resistances as close as possible, to ensure directly high-efficient
power supply for small electronics. Notably, the MADG has a
good trade-off between internal resistance and maximum areal or
volumetric output power density, prior to that of reported
MEGs4,8–10,15–17,28–39, facilitating a high working output (Fig. 3f,
Supplementary Fig. 21, Table 3 and 4).

Given that the fluctuation of ambient environment, we further
simulated a dynamic ambient condition of in lab to examine the
electricity-generating performance. Fig. 3g, h displays the
continuous electric output of MADG at a switchable RH of
90 ± 10% and 15 ± 5%, demonstrating that the MADG device
possesses environment-adaptive cyclic performance. After the
multiple cycles of test, the chemical composition of SAG film is
almost unchanged (Supplementary Fig. 22), which is critical for
repeatable power generation. In comparison to moisture-enabled
generators based on single adsorption process, the MADG is no

longer limited by the bottlenecks such as adsorption equilibrium
and sever dependence on high RH. This is attributed to
concurrently utilize adsorption and desorption process. In this
regard, the MADG is featured with environment-adaptive ability
and cyclic power generation, which could favor in practical
applications.

Optimization of performance. The electricity-generating per-
formance based on single or hybrid component is shown in
Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 23. The SiO2, rGO, or SiO2/rGO
film is unable to exert energy generation due to the absence of
mobile ions dissociated form materials. And the SA or SA/SiO2

film yields a low current of below 1 μA and 7 μA, respectively,
resulting from tremendous internal resistance. Based on syner-
gistic effect, the interconnected SAG film with high porosity of
77% can possess a striking water-adsorbing capacity, diffusion
coefficient of water molecules, zeta potential and ionic con-
ductivity (Fig. 4b, Supplementary Figs. 24–27), reflecting its ex-
cellent water molecules transport, ions dissociation and diffusion.
Correspondingly, the hybrid SAG film renders a considerable
voltage and current output, outperforming other components.

Owing to the effect of SAG thickness on ions concentration
gradient and diffusion8,14 (Supplementary Fig. 28), the electric
signals exhibited ascending and then descending variation as the
increasing thickness (Fig. 4c). Chemical reduction temperature
could tune the reduction degree of rGO component, making the
variation of resistance and hydrophilicity of SAG film (Supple-
mentary Fig. 29). The SAG film with reduction temperature of
80oC, generated an optimal performance (Fig. 4d). The
compressing strength in the tableting process could regulate the
bulk density of SAG film, further regulating resistance and ions
transport (Supplementary Fig. 30)10. As a result, the maximum
output was provided when the SAG was compressed with 10MPa
(Fig. 4e). Besides, both externally environmental RH and
temperature have an effect on the performance of MADG device,
directly associated with sorption kinetics and ions diffusion
(Supplementary Figs. 31, 33). The device assembled with other
inert electrodes also delivers similar performance (Supplementary
Fig. 34). Expectedly, analogous materials served as electricity-
generating layer, and viably yields a voltage and current output,
confirming the universality of moist-adsorb-desorb-generation
(Fig. 4f and Supplementary Fig. 35).

Verification for electricity-generating mechanism. The power
generation of MADG is attributed to ions diffusion, driven by ion
concentration difference during moisture adsorption power
generation and dominated by ion-hydration energy during
moisture desorption electricity generation, respectively (Fig. 3a
and b). The driving force of ion concentration difference could
prevail for adsorption process at high RH condition, which is well
consistent with working mechanism of previous works about
moisture adsorption power generation8–11. The ion diffusion
dominated by ion-hydration energy is firstly proposed for
moisture desorption power generation, which mainly relies on
two points, including: (1) Hydrated Na+ ions number remains
unchanged but only surrounding water molecules number
reduces with decreasing water content within a wide range, thus
there is lack of effective ion concentration difference served as
driving force in the system; (2) Hydrated Na+ ion combined with
more water molecules would possess lower ion-hydration energy
than that of hydrated Na+ ion surrounded less water molecules.

To verify the first point, we have conducted solid state NMR
testing to measure the variation of23Na chemical shift of SAG film
with different water content. As shown in Fig. 5a, two peaks of
chemical shift correspond to boned Na atom anchored on the
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polymer chains and dissociated Na+ ions with hydrated state,
respectively. The bonded Na stably gives rise to a peak at the
chemical shift of 7.2 ppm (marked by black dash line in Fig. 5a),
while the chemical shift of hydrated Na+ ion visibly deviated
from 0 to 1.7 ppm with decreasing water content from 167% to
20% (marked by green and red dash line) with water content.
More interestingly, when the water content gradually decreases
from 167% to 50%, NMR spectra always present the only peak of
chemical shift of dissociated Na+ ion coupled with a gradual
positive shift based on shielding effect, demonstrating that Na+

ion can keep dissociated hydrated state in such wide range (167%
~50%) but surrounding water molecules will be reduced.
Furthermore, based on first principle calculation, the number of
water molecules around Na+ ion corresponding to chemical shif
could be quantitative (more calculation details could be found in
Supplementary Information). Fig. 5b indicates the hydrated Na+

ions will be surrounded by less number of water molecules with
reduced water content, reconfirming the first point mentioned
above. To further prove the second point, the hydration energy of
hydrated Na+ ion is calculated by moleculer dynamic (MD)
simulations. As displayed in Fig. 5c, the hydrated ion combined
with more water molecules would possess the lower ion-
hydration energy, attributed to the formation of stable config-
uration. Therefore, it is reasonably supported that ion-hydration

energy could be serve as a driving force. Moreover, postulated
working principle is theoretically supported by kinetic Monte
Carlo simulation (Fig. 5d). As displayed in Fig. 5e, the water
content distribution of time point 1, 2, 3, and 4 could be
compared with 50, 60, 70, and 370 min in adsorption process, and
50, 70, 90, and 130 min in desorption process (see Fig. 6f). The
calculated normalized voltage under varied water content
distribution is close with experimental results.

Meanwhile, related electric evidences and visualization of water
content distribution are obtained for confirming the proposed
mechanism. First, electric signals generated by adsorption and
desorption power generation perform the same direction (Fig. 6a),
demonstrating the directions of charged ions diffusion are the
same for two processes. Thus, there is certainly other driving
force for the desorption power generation, according with above
proposed mechanism. Second, the moisture desorption power
generation was observed under different adsorbed states (Fig. 6b).
The curves of moisture-adsorbing and moisture-desorbing power
generation, exhibit approximately symmetrical shape, reflecting
analogous ions diffusion in such two processes. Third, by
employing external electric field perturbation on MADG, its
real-time ion rectification is in situ recorded during moisture
adsorption and desorption generation (Fig. 6c, Supplementary
Figs. 36 and 37). The net ions transport could be adjusted by both
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applying external electric field and intrinsic ions flow dominated
by ions concentration difference or ion-hydration energy40. Thus,
the synergy between two fields can improve current value,
otherwise the opposite, leading to ion rectification. The MADG
presents a similar variation of rectification ratio during moisture
adsorption and desorption power generation with an identically
alternating bias of ±1 V, and displays maximum rectification ratio
of 44 during adsorption and 30 during desorption, reconfirming
that MADG yields spontaneous ions flow in the same direction
during adsorption and desorption process. Finally, we adopted
fluorescence sensing method to visualize the distribution of water
content in SAG film during asymmetric water adsorption/
desorption by confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM)
testing. This probe of the hybrid of tris(2,2’-bipyridyl) ruthenium
(II) and metal−organic framework41, interacted with water
molecules, could provide emission at 465 nm under ultraviolet
excitation based on the protonation of the nitrogen atom (Fig. 6d
and Supplementary Fig. 38). The SAG film infused with probe is
reasonably packaged for real-time CLSM testing, which ensures
directional adsorption or desorption of water molecules from one
side (Fig. 6e). The original sample is unable to yield the
fluorescence intensity before adsorbing moisture. Then the
fluorescence intensity visibly enhances along with the scanning
direction of laser with increasing adsorption time, illustrating the
existence of water content gradient in the device during
adsorption (Fig. 6f and Supplementary Fig. 39). Once the
adsorption reaches equilibrium, the fluorescence intensity dis-
plays almost uniform distribution. When hydrated device
conducts desorption, the fluorescence intensity shows slightly
changed and then obviously decreased along with the scanning
direction (Supplementary Fig. 40).

In the spontaneous adsorption process, the variation of
chemical potential energy, reasonably served as energy source7,42,
could convert into electricity energy and heat of adsorption
(Fig. 6g, h). On the other hand, the MADG device enables to draw
the thermal energy from ambient environment by converting the
sensible heat into latent heat during desorption process1, leading
to the generation of electric power and the variation of chemical
potential energy. Thereupon the energy source is green and
renewable for electricity generation of MADG.

Applications of MADG. The integration of units is essential to
scale up the energy output of device. The generated voltage is up
to about 11 V by connecting 21 units in series, increasing linearly
with an average of 0.53 V per unit (Fig. 7a and Supplementary
Fig. 41a). The current output of 16 units in parallel connection is
boosted to about 1.3 mA, demonstrating a scaling performance of
MADG (Fig. 7b and Supplementary Fig. 41b). The electric power
supplied by MADGs is capable of charging commercial capacitors
of 0.47, 47 or 470 mF up to 3 V using an integrated 6 × 3 arrays
(6 series and 3 parallel connection, Fig. 7c). Due to poor power-
generating performance and immensely internal resistance, pre-
viously reported generators induced by moisture could only drive
commercial electronics for short bursts or by using additional
capacitors8–10, which severely impedes their practical applica-
tions. Benefiting from exceptional output power density and
desirable internal resistance, the MADGs as a power source
enable to directly power commercial electronics for long time
without the requirement for any extra rectifying circuits and
energy-storage devices. For instance, 6 × 6 integrated device is
sufficient to continuously illuminate 6 red light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) and a white LED for 6 h and 3 h under one electricity-
generation cycle, respectively (Fig. 7d, Supplementary Fig. 42 and
Movie 1).

Also, the electric energy generated by MADGs is employed to
directly drive an electrochemical polymerization and electro-
chromic of polyaniline (PANI, Supplementary Fig. 43). For self-
powered electro-polymerization, the MADG served as energy
source is connected with electrochemical cell (Supplementary
Fig. 44), as well as platinum and fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO)
glass covered with mask layer are used as electrodes. Aniline
monomer could be simply polymerized into arbitrarily patterned
PANI film assembled by nanoparticles, such as “THU” and
dimensional barcode patterns (Supplementary Figs. 45−47),
reconfirmed by element mapping and cyclic voltammetry
(Supplementary Figs. 48−50). Above PANI film is further used
as active material in self-powered electrochromic system, where
MADG provide working voltage and current (Supplementary
Fig. 51 and 52). Based on reverse switch between oxidized/
reduced state43, the color of PANI film enables to exchange
between blue and green (Fig. 7e, f, Supplementary Fig. 53), further
suggesting its application in self-powered electrochemical-related
devices.

In order to demonstrate the practical applicability, the electric
output of MADG has been investigated in the natural condition.
As schemed in Fig. 7g, the MADG tends to perform moist-adsorb
generation in the region closed to water surface with ~80−100%
RH, while the device is prone to yield moist-desorb generation far
away from water area with ~20−40% RH. Attached to a rotatable
board, the MADG device could intelligently self-transforms
power-generating manner and delivers a continuous voltage
output of ~0.5−0.6 V (Fig. 7h), elucidating its applicability under
dynamic humidity environment. In the outdoor test at Beijing,
the generated voltage slightly fluctuates at 0.46 V for about 4 days
under a waving environment of ~25%−90% RH and 15oC−30oC
(Fig. 7i). In addition, a proof-of-concept self-powered road lamp
is successfully designed, which is composed of a power source of
MADG, a booster circuit for voltage management, and a
capacitor for electricity storage (Fig. 7j). The continuously electric
output of MADG can be stored into capacitor, then accumulated
electric energy viably power street lamp at light via a booster
circuit on demand, exhibiting the outdoor utility of MADG.

Discussion
In summary, we developed MADG device by adopting synergistic
SAG film and specific package. A MADG unit can produce open-
circuit voltage of ~0.5 V and a short-circuit current of ~100 μA
with a maximum output power density of up to 120 mWm−2.
Based on directional moisture transport and ions diffusion, the
MADG integrate moisture adsorption power generation driven
by ion concentration and desorption power generation domi-
nated by ion-hydration energy, endowed with cyclic electric
output and environment-adaptive ability. Furthermore, experi-
mental tests combining with theoretical calculations provide
strong evidences to the existence of ion-hydration energy driving
force. The supplied energy of MADG directly powers commercial
electronics for long term, and creatively drives electrochemical
processes, as well as conducts electricity generation in response to
varied RH in practical environment. Therefore, MADG provides
a powerful approach for sustainable energy harvesting and con-
version. For its future exploration, the reasonable regulation of
electricity-generating materials (such as abundant functional
group, hierarchically porous and robust structure, and stability)
and device structure design (such as encapsulation layer, one-all-
in structure, and circuit design), will be potential for achieving
efficient and repeatable moisture adsorption-desorption and fast
ion diffusion, enabling to further improving the performance of
MADG device.
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Methods
Synthesis of GO. GO solutions were synthesized by oxidation of natural graphite
powder using a modified Hummers method18. Typically, 8 g graphite powder (325
mesh) and 4 g NaNO3 were slowly added to 200 mL H2SO4 (98 wt%) and
mechanically agitated for 0.5 h under the condition of ice water bath. 32 g KMnO4

was slowly added to above mixed solution and agitated for 2 h. Then, 300 mL
deionized water was slowly added and the mixture was agitated at 98oC for 40 min.
An additional 500 mL deionized water was added and 40 mL H2O2 (30 wt%) was
added. Above mixture was filtered and washed with HCl (5 wt%). The obtained
slurry was dispersed in 1,000 mL deionized water and subjected to dialysis (cut off
of 8000~14,000 Da) for 15 days. Finally, the GO suspension was purified by cen-
trifugation at 2000 rpm and 10,000 rpm.

Preparation of SiO2 nanofibers. The SiO2 nanofibers were fabricated through
electrospinning technology19. Briefly, 20 g tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), 0.14 g
H3PO4, and 20 g H2O were uniformly mixed by magnetic stirring at room

temperature for 10 h. Aqueous polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Mw ~15,000) dispersion
(10 wt%) was obtained by dissolving 4 g PVA into 36 g water at 90oC for 5 h under
stirring. The mixed TEOS solution was added into PVA solution, and such mixtures
was magnetic stirring for 5 h at room temperature. Then, the mixtures were electro-
spun under a positively voltage of 18 kV and negatively voltage of −3.8 kV with a 22-
gauge needle tip. The feeding rate was set as 0.8mmmin−1. By further annealing
treatment, the TEOS/PVA nanofibers could be changed into SiO2 nanofibers at
850 °C for 2 h in air by gradually increasing the temperature at a heating rate of 10 °C
min−1. 2 g SiO2 nanofibers were dispersed in 333.3mL deionized water by homo-
genizing the mixture for 30min at 12000 rpm, which yielded uniform nanofiber
dispersions (6mgmL−1).

Preparation of porous SAG film. 7 g aqueous SA solution (CP ~200 ± 20 mpa·s,
20 mgmL−1), 6.7 g SiO2 nanofibers (6 mgmL−1), 2.2 g GO (9.1 mgmL−1), 4.1 g
water and 0.5 mL ethanol were uniformly dispersed by stirring. Then, the mixed
solution was cast into petri dish (diameter of 55 mm). The porous aerogel was
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prepared by freeze-drying of as-prepared mixtures. The GO component of aerogel
was further reduced into rGO by the reduction of hydrazine hydrate vapour for 2 h
at 80 oC. Next, the reduced aerogel was immersed in aqueous AlCl3 solution
(0.3 M) to form ionic cross-linked aerogel. As-prepared cross-linked aerogel was
dried in oven at 45oC for 12 h, and was compressed under a pressure 10MPa to
obtain a flexible SAG film.

Fabrication of MADG. The SAG film was used as electricity-generating materials.
The commercial gold foil was directly used as gold electrode without holes. And the
gold electrode with holes is adopted gold-coated-stainless steel mesh by gold
sputtering treatment. The gold electrode with/without holes was used as the upper/
bottom electrode of device, respectively. The SAG film was sandwiched between
gold electrode, which was sealed by hot-melt resin except for the upper electrode,
simply obatining MADG device.

Electric measurements. The electricity-generating performance measurements
were performed with Keithley 2612B (Keithley Instruments, Cleveland, OH.). The
circuit parameter of open-circuit voltage test was set current to 0 nA. The circuit
parameter of short-circuit current test was voltage of 0 V.

Self-powered electrochemical process. For self-powered electrochemical poly-
merization of PANI, the MADG served as energy source, was connected with
electrochemical cell, as well as platinum and FTO glass covered with mask layer is
used as working and counter electrode, respectively. FTO glass was ultrasonically
washed by acetone, ehanol and deionized water in sequence. After dried by
nitrogen purge, the FTO glass covered with polyimide tape mask was immersed
into an electrolyte solution. The electrolyte solution was composed of 0.5 M
Na2SO4, 0.5 M H2SO4, and 0.05M aniline. Before eletrochemical polymerization,
the nitrogen was bubbled into electrolyte solution for 30 min. When the MADGs
supply voltage and current between electrode pairs is about 1 V and 67 μA, PANI
could be electro-polymerized on FTO. For self-powered electrochromic process,
the PANI onto FTO electrode, platinum, and 1M H2SO4 aqueous solution was
used as working electrode, counter electrode, and electrolyte solution, respectively.
When the MADG supply voltage (0 to 0.9 V) for electrochomic system, the oxi-
dation process of PANI film was driven. When the MADG supply voltage (−0.8 to
0 V) for electrochomic system, the reduction process of PANI film was driven.
During above oxidation/reduction processes, the colour of PANI film could change.

Data availability
The data generated in this study are provided in the Source Data file and its
Supplementary Information.
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